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Infrastructure Victoria 

Draft 30 Yr Infrastructure Strategy -2020 (DIS2020)  

Notes by  – Feb 2021.  

1. MY OBJECTIVES.  

I firstly would like draw your attention to major inadvertent omissions in some DIS2020 items 

which I suggest have serious impacts on DIS2020 recommendations. Note these items 

particularly relate to water, wastewater and drainage infrastructure (mainly DIS2020 topic 8) 

and how they integrate with other non-Water Agencies. 

Secondly I wish to make positive suggestions to overcome these omissions and provide a 

better outcome for both the community and the environment 

2. THE DIS2020 OBJECTIVES.  

All DIS2020 Objectives are indeed commendable but there are two major omissions namely 

Legacy and Sustainability.  

The paramount human, and therefore community “raison d’ȇtre” is raising the next 

generation and achievement of the best possible legacy for that generation and all future 

generations. I believe the community expectation for “sustainability” would be that this legacy 

should ensure fiscal, social and environmental conditions are all continuously maintained, in 

perpetuity, at least equal to, but preferably progressively better than, the conditions of 

current generation.  

In the DIS2020 the absence of the current buzzword “sustainability” and the word “legacy”, 

their fundamental goals and their relationship to recommendations are all conspicuously 

absent. They may have been assumed in many cases but have obviously been overlooked. In 

other cases specifically in the case of the water industry where there is failure to challenge 

the current historical Gov’t and Water Agency fiscal, statutory and regulatory practices, 

practices that are based 19th century historical conditions and technology levels.  

I observe that the DIS2020 focuses on “status quo” maintenance of the industry’s dated “modus 

operandi” with modernisation only by superficial aspects. It fails to recognise “generational” 

change has occurred in the past and could, and should, occur as soon as possible. It also fails 

to properly consider “legacy” in strategy planning (or lack of planning, particularly for the 

water industry) and to recognise that major “generational” change is urgently needed. Full 

implementation of any generation change will take a long time period and incur high costs but 

without it the legacy of negligence of the water industry’s plight for Melbourne is a series of 

ever increasing fiscal, social and environmental crises leading to ultimate catastrophic disaster 

conditions. This death spiral has started as demonstrated by the millennium drought, current 

crash major road and rail programme, 2019/2020 Bushfires impacts and now Covid 19 

impacts. These ongoing, ever-increasing fiscal-sinkhole disasters could at least be mitigated if 

immediate action is taken and possibly averted completely dependent on continuing adverse 

climate change impacts. 

Thus, with respect to the DIS2020 water industry recommendations, in no way do they form a 

“practical plan to address the long term infrastructure challenges” as claimed  
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3. CONFRONTING LONG TERM CHALLENGES 
 

a) Fiscal Planning Basis.  

 

Note the words “continuously” and “in perpetuity” in the full definitions of “legacy” and 

“sustainability” and their absence in the following plethora of existing fiscal planning practices 

for water utilities as indicated below 

i. the DIS2020 terms “short and long term planning” which implies a planning horizon of 

25 and 50 years respectively  

ii. Engineering term “design life” which for larger “off- property” assets (usually under 

the responsibility of MWC) have a nominal design life of 75 to 150 years depending 

on size. For the bulk of smaller “off- property” assets under the responsibility city 

utilities (SEW, YVW and CWW) and regional water authorities (Council Based) have a 

historical nominal design life of 60 years (if any) these days 

iii. Agency fiscal evaluation practice typically dictates Nett Present Value (NPV) which 

renders expenditure beyond around 25 to 35 years as effectively worthless thereby 

prejudicing either those options with long lead times and/or assets long design lives. 

Thus NPV evaluation practice both particularly prejudices any generational change 

opportunities and its implementations 

iv. Agency Multi-Criteria Analyses (MCAs) typically correctly incorporate flora, fauna and 

indigenous impacts but, in my experience, rarely if at all,  incorporates long term fiscal 

and social and other impacts the community and when so certainly not with the same 

veracity. That is long term protection of rare flora, fauna and indigenous heritage 

important as they are appears to take preference above the plight of human beings  

v. There is continuous political pressure to avoid, or at least minimise, annual customer 

rate increase below inflationary levels without due cognisance of longer term social 

and/or environmental benefits especially if those benefits are attained beyond the 

electoral cycle period or outside the electorate catchment. This has been the 

dominant factor of infrastructure planning and implementation decisions particularly 

since incorporation of the current Agencies some 30+ years ago. The result of this 

continuous political pressure, in my experience over those 30+ years, is an industry 

that has become stultified and unwilling and/or unable to critically review its own 

historical “modus operandi”. In short, the most unfortunate circumstances that led to 

the demise of the MMBW 30+ years ago s repeating itself. 

Some of the consequences of these practices are discussed below.  

I believe fiscal management should be on the basis of maintaining the best possible legacy 

while always working within the community affordability ceiling, within existing 

technology limits and only following the above planning practices where practical and 

appropriate.  

 

b) Innovation and Industry Change Timing. 

 

Innovation is rightly also a favourite buzz word of the 21st Century. However in reality the 

existing water sector is based on 19th Century technology and substantial management 
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forethought, gestation periods, maturity periods and fiscal input is all required before full 

benefit 21st century technology advantages can be realised. Given the scale and nature of 

the current water sector infrastructure and practical community affordability limits, the 

period of time required for total effective change will be measured in decades, not months 

or years. For example, In Melbourne this is demonstrated from the five overlapping 

generational changes applied to wastewater collection since city’s founding in the 1840’s. 

Originally sewage was handled by street drainage. then night soil collection from 1860’s 

to 1950’s, then conventional gravity sewerage from 1900 to present, septic tanks from 

1930’s to present and finally pressure sewers from 1990’s to present. NB for pressure 

sewer technology only the very tip of the iceberg tip of benefits has been enjoyed to date 

in the risk-averse water industry. Bases for Master and Disaster Planning to reap quantum 

improvement and expansion possible benefits to the industry using this technology was 

presented to an agency in Aug 2018 (refer Supporting Document 1) but to date no formal 

acknowledgement has been received to date). However in subsequent discussions with 

Agency officers the suggestions couldn’t be taken further as the concepts were outside 

their normal “modus operandi” square.  

 

Therefore with their 19th Century based technology, their statutory and regulatory 

“straightjackets”, their risk averse nature and their existing fiscal evaluation bases (i.e. i. 

to v. above) Water Agencies are not equipped to respond appropriately in time to meet 

the 21st Century challenges. In fact it is my observation that the continuous political 

pressure (i.e. i. to v. above) since current Agency founding some 30+ years ago these 

Agencies could have unintentionally become stultified with respect to exploring all 

avenues to confront long term challenges. 

 

DIS2020 rightly states “Unforeseen events can alter long-term trajectories, and Victoria 

must be equipped to rapidly respond, adapt, and embed resilience to future shocks. 

Allowing innovation to thrive, adapting swiftly to change, and better managing risk will 

help Victoria to flourish in the future”. In the water sector given the recent three “shocks” 

(i.e. millennium drought, 2019-20 Bushfires, and Covid 19). The response to the 

millennium drought was the crash program to build Wonthaggi and Sugarloaf project. 

Both these project are single function, “lazy” assets, that are high CAPEX, high OPEX and 

particularly energy hungry. CAPEX of these ongoing project is such that it challenges the 

community’s affordability ceiling and prejudices expenditure on other worthy social and 

environmental projects. They are already under capacity as the Premier has announced 

the Wonthaggi II (i.e more inefficient assets) is required in next 5 years. Population 

predictions indicate an exponential growth rate and therefore with resource exhaustion 

costs will certainly be increasing a far greater exponential rate, i.e long term fiscal disaster 

is a certainty. 

  

The DIS2020 recognises the need to better equip the water agencies to meet more 21st 

century challenges when it states “the Victorian Gov’t should remove the current policy 

restrictions to allow evaluation of all water augmentation options based on merit, health 

and environmental impacts”. But this important requirement on Gov’t is not specifically 

included in the DIS2020 recommendations. More importantly there is an urgent need for 

this Gov’t direction and this urgency also not come across in the DIS2020 recommendations. 

To the contrary   recommendations 11 to 15 focus on more studies and without any hard 
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recommendations as urgently required. NB Recommendation 13 which implies taking 5 

years just to establish a “decision making” process little alone allowing time to “equip 

Victoria to rapidly respond, adapt, and embed resilience to future shocks” given those 

shocks are now happening. 

In my opinion it is an understatement saying the absence of a sense of urgency in DIS2020 

on this matter is a most unfortunate omission.  

 

c) Ageing Infrastructure  

The average age of “on-property” infrastructure is the same as the average age of the 

houses they serve, in Melbourne this perhaps around 25-30 years For small and large “off-

property” infrastructure average ages are around 30 to 45 years and 45 -75 years 

respectively. All water infrastructure ages in the same way as mobile phones age, cars age 

and houses age and all with the same range of fiscal, social and environmental 

consequences. Replacement of old infrastructure (inevitably replacement with advanced 

technology) and its decommissioning and safe disposal is, or should all be eventually 

necessary. For the water infrastructure only the time frame of the operational life is 

considerably longer than with mobile phones, cars and houses. 

Ageing infrastructure has major fiscal, social and environmental consequences which is a 

long term challenge. Appropriate discussion of this challenge and its consequences is, in 

my opinion is also a major omission of the DIS2020. Further discussion of the consequences 

of ageing is set out in section 4 following. 

 

d) Resource Exhaustion 

As with ageing infrastructure, resource exhaustion has major fiscal, social and 

environmental consequences which is also a long term challenge. Riverine water 

resources are effectively exhausted. The ability of Port Phillip Bay to perform as a pollution 

sink is at risk. Population density and change in social standards means the resource of 

open urban space for infrastructure construction is exhausted. The fiscal and social 

impacts of pumping back recovered water from remote major treatment plant is also a 

form of resource exhaustion.  Consequences is of resource exhaustion is a paramount 

factor in long term planning particularly in Australia and with the impacts of climate 

change. Appropriate discussion of these items and the consequences is absent. 

Therefore in my opinion resource exhaustion appears to have not received the full and 

due consideration in the DIS2020.  

 

e) Disaster Management 

Given the now clearly evident impacts of climate change and therefore disaster 

management development of means to achieve quantum system improvements to 

system disaster resilience is required and should be investigated as a matter top priority. 

The suggestions of Recommendation 15 to merely finesse and add to the existing systems 

most of which are ageing (particularly in regional areas) while worthwhile is clearly 

inadequate. 

Existing disaster management plans must focus working within the constraints of existing 

management and physical systems. Therefore future asset planning must consider major 

long term improvements to both the management and physical systems (i.e. generational 

change) to most effectively improve disaster resilience. 
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f) Need For Master Planning Reinstatement 

The practice of master planning appears to have ceased some 30+ years ago with 

formation of the current Agencies resulting failure to plan ahead by those new Agencies 

and/or Gov’t. Master planning practice  

 Meet the current planning projections but includes but with flexibility for change 

 Keep within the community affordability ceiling now and all future times 

 facilitates of acquiring reserves from future infrastructure (freeways and major 

pipelines etc.) thereby the previous generation allowed the current generation to 

avoid high social impacts and high capital costs 

 avoids inefficiencies of design and implementation particularly water reticulation 

infrastructure and particularly with out-of-sequence development 

 substantially improve disaster resilience 

 mitigates the effects of exhaustion completely in many cases   

 facilitates integrated infrastructure management and synergy economies 

 Includes works with current proven technology levels but allow future capability 

to implement new technology 

A bases for master planning with “Re-Engineering” and Whole-Of-Water Cycle 

Management is set out in Supporting Document 1. Further examples using this master 

planning abases and benefits achieved are set out in the following sections.   
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4. MANAGING URBAN CHANGE 

 
a) Water and Wastewater Infrastructure Design life 

Water infrastructure is a major item in the management of urban change. The design lives 

and consequences of the 3 sections of water infrastructure are discussed below 

i. “On-property” works (property owner assets) have a nominal engineering design life 

of 60 yrs which is of similar effective life of “On-property” buildings (or major 

renovation cycles). At this time “On-property” water infrastructure is usually totally 

replaced with the latest generation of technology at property owner’s total costs. 

Note particularly recent subsidy trend being offered to owners for items to save “Off-

property” resources such as shower head replacements and solar panel installation. 

Therefore this trend is correctly acknowledged and promoted in DIS2020. but 

mandatorily replacement of “On-property” water infrastructure with the latest 

generation of technology at property owner’s total costs should be recommended. 

ii. “Large Off-Property” (Trunk) Assets (usually MWC Assets) comprise trunk pipelines 

and treatment plants both of which have a much longer engineering design life 

(usually >100 yrs.). .However because of their size the life of large pipeline assets can 

be extended considerably by, for example, sleeving or lining but duplication is 

required to accommodate an increased served population. Similarly large treatment 

plants can be retro fitted with the latest technology and expanded to accommodate 

the increased served population. Thus the cost of ageing assets is minimised however 

the scale and nature of these major assets still dictate exponentially ever-increasing 

costs with age arising from  

  “Bespoke” designs with limited ability economise from standardisation and 

staging. 

 Resource Exhaustion e.g. riverine resources exhaustion dictating remote 

saline source, exhaustion of pollution sinks such Port Phillip Bay dictating 

more major treatment facility installation programs like Wonthaggi, Major 

tunnelling projects for wastewater transfer, effluent transfer to Bass Strait, 

urban development and social and environment impact increase all dictating 

high-cost works. 

 The very high cost are generally met entirely by Gov’t as part of on-going 

major capital works cycles. Currently the Gov’t is engaged in a major capital 

works program for rail crossing removals and major roads with major rail 

programs following on. Note these are “single purpose” works programs of 

ever increasing scale and cost and with the exponential cost rise of resource 

exhaustion I believe the community affordability ceiling could be reached 

within this generation and certainly in later generations 

This disastrous situation is not acknowledged in the DIS2020. 

iii. “Smaller Off-Property” assets (SEWs, YVWs etc and Councils) comprises many 

100,000’s kilometres of small diameter underground pipelines of an average age of 

perhaps 35 – 45 years with maximum age of plastic pipes now >50 years old. These 

assets are financed in major part by Developer contributions. For these assets to my 

knowledge there are no “superannuation programs” by Developers, Gov’t or the 

Agencies for their “old age” and renewal. Maintenance and renewal programs are 

primarily reactive to problems rather than preventative before problems arise. This is 
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driven by continuous political pressure to avoid or at least minimise customer annual 

rate increases below inflationary levels. Consequences of this approach will be 

increasing average age of assets.  

Like car maintenance the fiscal consequences of ageing of water assets are leakage, 

gaseous emissions, and operating efficiency decline, all leading to an exponential 

increase in operating costs just to maintain same social standards and environmental 

conditions to that when the “car” was designed. Ultimately when operating costs 

reach the affordability ceiling OR when new social standards and/or environmental 

conditions cannot be maintained by the old model then major capital expenditure on 

new replacement model plus abandonment and disposal costs of the old model is 

necessary. In all probability the fiscal demands will result in catastrophic decline of 

social and environmental standards. 

This disastrous situation could occur in the current generation but will occur with 

absolute certainty in the next generations. This is also not acknowledged in the DIS2020. 

 

b) “Unaccountable” Flows In Water and Wastewater Systems 
Unaccountable flows (leakages, breakages, illegal connections etc) are an unavoidable 

feature in each and every potable water and wastewater system at all times. They are a 

function of design, construction standards, service environment, maintenance standards, 

community understanding and fiscal input but above all system age. Unaccountable flows 

can be minimised but never totally eliminated. They have, or will have, a very significant 

impact on the three evaluation sectors, i.e. fiscal, social and environmental, yet curiously 

receive no acknowledgement in important Gov’t documents such as the DIS2020 and 

Fishermans Bend Framework.  In other relevant Agency documents unaccountable flows 

receive only fleeting mention potable water systems and conspicuously receive no 

mention at all for wastewater systems. 

The recent Gov’t Target 155 public advertising program requested the Agency customers 

to take steps to reduce their potable water consumption from 166 litre/cap/day to 155 

litre/cap/day. That is, the community is requested to make every effort for the  

Target 155 program to reduce their potable usage by 10 litre/cap/day.  

There are unaccountable losses (and gains) within Agency systems under their 

responsibility. The order of magnitude these unaccountable flows have been estimated 

as set out following and are summarised below.  

Potable Water Losses             Average  15 Litre/cap/day based on SEW Published Data 

Between Source & Property Meter 

          Maximum  50 Litre/cap/day based on typical old regional system. 

Gravity Wastewater GainsX          Average 45 Litre/cap/day based on codified max infiltration value 
Between House Appliances & Treatment Plant 

          Maximum  155 Litre/cap/day historical max design basis 

Gravity Wastewater Losses*         Average 5 Litre/cap/day guesstimate based on codified values 
Between House Appliances & Treatment Plant 

          Maximum  10 Litre/cap/day guesstimate based on codified values 
X Additional treated effluent discharge from Werribee Port Phillip Bay & Gunnamatta 

* Untreated Sewage Leakage from sewers to groundwater, stormwater drains & Port Phillip Bay 
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To my knowledge there has been no similar program to Target 155 for the Agencies 

themselves to reduce their unaccountable losses and gains. To the contrary continuous 

Gov’t directions (fiscal planning practice “v” above) over the last 30+ years unavoidably 

results in increased ageing of all in-ground assets thereby leading to exponentially 

increasing “unaccountable” losses, gains and associated costs. Left uncontrolled these will 

not only quickly negate savings but exceed savings gained by the advertising campaign 

then probably in the next generation reach the community affordability ceiling. 

That is there is conspicuous request by Gov’t for the community to save water but a 

concealed situation where Gov’t Agencies (unwittingly I hope?) do the opposite. The 

DIS2020 should recognise this contradictory situation and recommend Gov’t change. 

Discussion of the impacts of “unaccountable flow in the three water systems follow. 

 

c) Potable Supply System and it’s “Unaccountable” losses 
The potable water infrastructure system as adopted today was founded in the early 19th 

century. Fundamental bases remain unchanged today i.e. 150 to 200 years later. Industry 

experts agree the most significant advance of the 20th century was the invention of the 

water meter. This device gave potable water Agencies the greater ability to monitor and 

control usage, unaccountable losses ageing and form the basis of charging. For Melbourne 

system average property meter consumption is 166 Litre/cap/day at Property meter with 

unaccountable potable losses are reported at 8.5% between source and property meter   

Therefore metropolitan potable water every 

1.00 Litre At source = 0.915 Litre At Property meter  

Or   1.00 Litre At Property meter =1.10 Litre At source 

Or 166 LitreAt Property meter =181 Litre/cap/dayAt Source 

i.e.  “Unaccountable” potable water losses in Melbourne between Water sources and 

Property meter average about 15 Litre/pers/day  

Note unaccountable potable losses in regional and older urban suburbs are both usually 

much higher with >30% unaccountable losses not unknown. That is for those regional and 

older urban systems then 

1.00 Litre/dayAt Property meter =1.30 LitreAt Source 

or 166 Litre/cap/dayAt Property meter =216 Litre/cap/day At Source 

i.e. Maximum “Unaccountable” potable water losses between Water sources and 

Property meter average in areas of older assets could be about 50 Litre/cap/day in Victoria 

The recent Gov’t Target 155 public advertising program requested the Agency customers 

to take steps to reduce their potable water consumption from 166 litre/cap/day to 155 

litre/cap/day. To my knowledge there has been no similar program for those Agencies to 

similarly reduce the unaccountable losses within the system area under their 

responsibility. To the contrary continuous Gov’t directions (fiscal planning practice “v” 

above) over the last 30+ years unavoidably results in increased ageing of all in-ground 

assets thereby leading to exponentially increasing “unaccountable” losses and associated 

costs. Left uncontrolled these will not only negate savings but exceed savings gained by 

the advertising campaign then eventually reach the community affordability ceiling. 

This potentially disastrous situation is not recognised in the DIS2020.  
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d) Potable Supply System and It’s “Unaccountable” Inflows  
Apart from deliberate sabotage it is theoretically impossible for “Unaccountable” Inflows 

in a perfectly operated and maintained pressure system. However in the cases of pipeline 

rupture, emergency shut down or mal-operation then the pressure surges create negative 

pressures which draws in polluted groundwater at leakage points and from some common 

rubber ring joint types. While these occurrences in 3rd world nations are common 

(particularly where daily supply shut downs occur) in Victoria both inflow and pollutant 

quantities are negligible 

 

e) Gravity Based Wastewater Collection Systems and Their “Unaccountable” Gains 
The wastewater gravity based infrastructure collection system as normally adopted today 

was founded in the late 19th century. Fundamental bases remain unchanged today i.e. 150 

to 200 years later except for the few cases where pressure sewers which meet fiscal 

planning basis “v” above. 

Compared to the potable supply system losses, the gravity based wastewater collection 

systems are more heavily blighted by infiltration or unaccountable inflows (i.e. leakage 

from, breakage, tree root ingression and illegal usages). This arises as no similar metering 

device has been invented for that system and this is as evidenced by Agency water bills 

which indicate wastewater quantity is estimated on base of potable water usage. For the 

purposes of this letter I assume the about 125 litre/cap/day (75%) of supplied potable 

water at the property potable meter is discharged from household facilities to wastewater 

system via “on-property” pipeline connections and onto “off-property” sewers onto 

treatment and effluent disposal. That is 41 litre/cap/day (25%) of supplied potable water 

at the property meter is-used for garden watering, car washing etc and is not handled by 

the wastewater system 

For wastewater system in the absence of meters at the property boundary all leakage, 

illegal connections and breakages are harder to monitor, detect, remedy and quantify. 

Also unqualified, undesirable, accidental and illegal tampering are more likely to occur as 

pipelines and fitting are shallower, located within private property and effectively near 

complete absence of official monitoring or control. Charging for “On Property” faults and 

flow gains is not possible. In all cases faults in both “On and Off Property” sewers often go 

undetected for years if at all. 

Also if a gravity sewer is damaged at any stage the consequences may not be immediately 

recognised unlike other utilities – gas, electricity, communications, and potable water 

where damage is immediately evident by physical events or customer impacts. The gravity 

wastewater system is much more susceptible to “self-regulation” issues in both 

construction and maintenance. Pipelines of plastic materials are more susceptible 

undetectable damage particularly with mechanical de-blocking devices used today (e.g. 

mechanically driven metal “cork screw” devices). Also HDPE plastic pipes in particular 

become more brittle with age and susceptible to such mechanical damage and as well as 

damage from ground movement from settlement, adjacent excavation, earth quakes etc. 

Note HDPE plastic pipes have been in the ground for up to 50 years now and can’t be 

assumed they will last “ad infinitum” 

For infiltration rough guides for quantity determination used have been pump station and 

treatment plant operating records and overflow frequency.  The latter is only an indicator 

when sewers are at the end of their operational life or a gross defect has occurred 
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upstream and the former is only an average indicator for their entire large catchment 

areas.  

In these circumstances “on property” sewers pipe as sizes is dictated by blockage risk 

minimisation which inherently provide capacity for excess “wet weather” infiltration (i.e. 

leakage and illegal connections) to pipe lines of the order of 1000 times the nominal 

average daily flow (ADF) based on  100 litres/cap/day from the property. For “off-

property” sewers codified pipe sizes provide varying pipe excess pipe wet weather 

capacity varying between 200 times where the sewer serves only one to several properties 

to about 2.5 times on trunk sewers ahead of Melbourne’s two major treatment plants.  

Some historical design parameters for permanent “dry weather” groundwater infiltration 

allowances have been between 900 and 6400 litres per hectare per day dependent on 

population density, soil types and sewer depth relative to water table. “Off property” 

sewers are the major source of permanent “dry weather” groundwater infiltration as they 

have a greater average depth and therefore a significantly higher percentage below the 

permanent water table. 

As indicated without any metering at the property boundary has a profound impact on 

the design of the wastewater system and infiltration rates and inflow quantities into 

sewers. In my historical evidence of net average wastewater quantity increases from 

permanent infiltration and wet weather flows from both “on and off-property” pipelines 

to treatment plants varied from 170 to 270 litres/cap/day dependent on age of the 

catchment system. I am not familiar with current treatment plant inflows. I can only be 

guesstimated current values at say 

125 Litre/cap/day From House Facilities =170 to 270 Litre/cap/day From T’ment Plant 

i.e 1.0 Litre From House Facilities = 1.40 to 2.20 Litre From Treatment Plant and 

“Unaccountable” Gains vary from 45 to 155 Litre/cap/day 
Irrespective of the current value gain in effluent discharge to the environment will 

increase exponentially with age of the system. 

It is noted that MWC’s Werribee Plant is the single biggest point pollution source to Port 

Phillip Bay which is not an infinite pollution sink. The current summer swimming beach 

E.coli counts indicate unsatisfactory conditions are being reached and that major capital 

works are required redirect Werribee discharges to Bass Straight. The consequences of 

excessive pollution of Port Phillip Bay has disastrous social and environmental impacts  

This situation is not recognised in the DIS2020. 

 

f) Gravity Based Wastewater Systems and Their “Unaccountable” Losses 
As discussed above substantial “unaccountable” gains in the gravity based wastewater 

systems occur. It is similarly easy for “unaccountable” losses to occur for the same reasons 

where depth of the gravity flow pipelines is above the ground water level. This particularly 

applies “on-property” pipelines as these are shallowest  

Fortunately loss quantities will perhaps be order(s) of magnitude lower because  

 the limited possible egress points (average pipe flow depth is small and it can’t be 

assumed that all pipe faults only occur on the bottom of the pipe,  

 pipeline surcharge and system overflows are relatively infrequent (but do occur 

and occurring more frequently with current operational mode) Irrespective losses 

via faulty person access chamber (manhole) covers would be negligible. 
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 Greases and other contaminants tend to block some leakage points (but certainly 

not all). 

Unfortunately loss has therefore has order(s) of magnitude higher social and 

environmental impacts as   

 quality of the loss is raw untreated sewage not treated effluent and 

 raw untreated sewage discharge is embedded within urban areas and is then 

discharges to Port Phillip Bay via the drainage system. This is indicated by the 

plumes of polluted waters entering the sea from creeks and drains and the regular 

summer swimming beach E.coli testings  

As with “unaccountable” gains these losses can’t be measured or quantified despite the 

social and environment impacts being clearly evident and will increase exponentially with 

age of the assets. 

This situation is not recognised in the DIS2020. 

g) Physical Works Long Term Planning 
In my observations during the last 30+ there has been a range of social, environmental 

and other studies all peripheral to the physical works required for long term. Basic new 

requirements to meet the challenges of urban change has long been known or can be 

reasonably predicted yet, to my knowledge there has been no studies to identify at least 

some of the physical works required for long term to prepare for the now certainty of 

ongoing disasters such as the millennium drought. The DIS2020 recommendations go 

someway to cover this but they should expanded. IN all cases however the DIS2020 

recommendations fail to convey the urgency of the situation given the Premiers advice 

that Wonthaggi II is required in the next five years. 

 

h) Community Empathy Development Program  
It is critically important that public be fully informed of the water industry’s importance 

on a continent that is recognised as the driest inhabited continent on Earth and that is 

likely to be the most threatened by climate change. It is also important that water industry 

issues are not “swept-under-the-mat” as the issues of asset ageing and “unaccountable” 

flow appear to have been. 

Therefore it is suggested that Gov’t information advertising of IIP and IIF projects give 

equal billing to the social and environmental benefits of which there are many. A great IIF 

example of a project which can benefit from such an approach set out in Appendix 1 given 

its sad political history  

This program is to ultimately achieve complete community acceptance of “recovered 

water” for all non-potable utilisation and “potable water” from treated rainwater and 

“clean” stormwater sources as well as the traditional riverine sources and desalination. 

The very recent bushfires have amply demonstrated climate change impacts and the 

likelihood of increased water shortages across the entire nation. There is a direct 

undeniable need for greater use of both recovered water and potable water from non-

traditional sources. But, I believe, currently the general community attitude to full use of 

“recycled” water within their own home is that it is NOT acceptable despite such water 

being 100% fit and safe for non-potable uses. Any implementation program must be 

sensitive to this attitude but designed to change community perception both  
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A Community Empathy Development Program for complete alternative water utilisation 

is suggested. (Please note I don’t suggest a “Community Education Program” as this 

wording could be misinterpreted as implying the community is “uneducated”).  

One key aspect of this empathy development program should include careful use of 

language in all Gov’t documents and community consultation and advertising programs. 

For example key words used within the FBF apparently have specialist statutory 

definitions that are in conflict with common “dictionary” definitions. This gives false 

perceptions to the community which, on the basis of my experience, will NOT reach 

community expectations. The principal offending word is “Sustainable”. On the basis of 

common “dictionary” definitions the FBF’s water infrastructure planning is NEITHER 

“sustainable” (because it cannot operate perpetually) NOR a “sustainable development” 

(because it will not ensue intergenerational equity, it ignores multiple precautionary 

principal risks and it does not protect biodiversity, principally in Port Phillip Bay). With 

respect to water infrastructure planning the FBF is therefore unintentionally misleading 

the community. 

Another offending similar word is “recycled” which by definition is reused and therefore 

implies water that is second-hand, “op-shop”, “rubbish tip” shop or inferior standard. As 

this water is 100% fit-for-purpose I therefore believe the term should be “recovered” 

water 

However I acknowledge, with much relief, deletion from the Oct 17 FBF of the unfortunate 

term “sewer mining” in the Oct 18 FRF  

Another key factor at this policy stage is acknowledgement that there will be 

conscientious objection to the use of recovered water. Therefore I suggest provision for 

optional full use of potable water within the building (but retain compulsory recovered 

use for garden). 

There appears no mention of charging policy for substituted use of recovered water. A 

policy that a reduced charge rate (or free in some cases) for recovered water use should 

be included in the FBF as suggested separately for the Mornington Peninsula supply 

upgrade. 

This approach should be included in DIS2020. 

i) Recovered Water DAILY Charging  

The “hip packet nerve” is a paramount concern to the community and therefore early 

attention to charging policy should be highlighted to gain early community acceptance 

and reap the rewards of greater recovered water usage. 

The following suggestion is presented. 

First and foremost is each property still incurs both current potable AND sewerage 

identical charges as now applies thoughout each Agencies region. 

Second overlay charges for recovered water usage be as follows 

Tier 1 (3 or 4 pipe attenuated systems only) –NO CHARGE for first amount equal to 

average daily potable usage of the previous day (this equates roughly to usage of 

recovered water that would normally have been covered by sewerage rates). This 

forms a “bonus” to encourage the above benefits particularly in areas with 

“greening” and enhancement of ground water recharging and harvesting 

capabilities 
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Tier 2 –NO CHARGE (All attenuated systems) – for the second amount equal to average 

yearly rainfall/day on the total impervious surfaces of the property (average 

yearly rainfall would set on long term average basis and impervious area as 

determined from aerial photos). However Penalty applies to unused tier 2 

amount at say, either Tier 3 OPEX charge or Potable rates This is to encourage 

both greening and ground water recharge to historical levels to maintain deep 

rooted vegetation (i.e. trees) by applying extra water to the property’s pervious 

areas (with or without the assistance of Agency remote control of property 

irrigation systems available). Severe penalties for “Dumping” of recovered water 

to water courses or SWD’s should be included. 

Tier-3 – (All attenuated systems) - for all subsequent daily amounts up the supply 

maximum daily capacity for 

A. NO CHARGE for aquifer mined areas (and perhaps areas under agricultural and 

viticultural use) up to the amount equal to average yearly rainfall/day on 

the total cultivated surfaces of the property or stored on site. This is 

subject to a minimum weekly usage and penalty requirements covering the 

cultivated area similar to Tier 2 

B. OPEX CHARGE for all other areas.  This includes all OPEX cost associated 

handling recovered water from the SEO to each property and the PWU. This 

covers pumping (power), maintenance and administration etc of the system 

. NB OPEX costs will be further reduced as out-of-hours call outs are 

eliminated on the both systems.  

These low rates will encourage use of water for all community, environmental, 

employment and potable benefits AND on-property storage of water for Fire 

Fighting purposes. On the cultivated land these low rates also encourage 

agricultural, viticulture, recreational (particularly golf courses) and therefore 

employment security and social benefits are significant for all Melbourne 

community as well as locals. NB Given potable usage reduction CAPEX charges for 

the recovered water supply should be considered as in lieu of CAPEX charges for 

Wonthaggi Upgrade or Duplication 

Tier-4- NO CHARGE (“Severe” Fire Warning Declared) for topping up private or public 

storages with all available SURPLUS water resources as dictated by local fire CFA. 

Tier-5- NO CHARGE (“Code RED/Catastrophic” Fire Warning Declared and/or Local 

disastrous fire occurring) mobilising all available water resources to and from 

property (incl. excess potable water) as dictated by local CFA. This may include 

mobilisation of local “non-treated” private and public water resources to 

supplement recovered and stored water supplies. It also includes “No Charge” 

potable water which would distributed to keep all PWU’s and property rain water 

tanks as much as possible for firefighting purposes. 

PLEASE NOTE the net charges to each property connected to the recovered water scheme 

will be reduced as potable water consumption is reduced. This together with the above 

charging basis for recovered water will encourage both community desire for recovered 

water connection, maintain groundwater regimes for greening preservation, and in 

aquifer mining areas make the maximum possible amount available for potable water 

recovery.  
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5. HARNESSING INFRASTRUCTURE FOR PRODUCTIVITY AND GROWTH 
 

a) Integrated Water Management(IWM), Planning (IWP) and Facilities (IWF) 
 

IWM and Integrated Water Cycle Management are buzz “phrases” of the century. Thus 

far for integrated relationships between Gov’t Water Agencies, property owners and 

developers seem first rate with many positive results. The achievements of SEW are 

particularly noteworthy in this regard. 

However for IWM between Water Agencies and even their own departments all appears 

to be ineffectual and simply little more than “executive afternoon tea discussion groups”. 

This arises because to gain productivity and growth benefits as well as fiscal, social and 

environmental benefit IWM must be extended to include  

(1) IWP (particularly fiscal planning) and as indicated in 2(f) above there appears to be no 

master planning of asset development. Such long term master planning is highly 

desirable to efficiently coordinate on-going development within their own 

department let alone coordinate on-going development with sister Agencies 

(2) IWFs which will achieve synergy benefits of net community reduced 

  That is, the Water Agencies and their departments must be released from their statutory 

and regulatory straitjackets and not only allowed, but actively encouraged, to DIS2020 -

operate and coordinate as a team with all groups, to integrate and multipurpose facilities 

for synergy benefits to the community of net reduction of fiscal, social and environmental 

impacts 

One example of narrowness of thinking with regard to IIP and IWFs is the above discussion 

of “unaccountable” flows in the potable and wastewater systems where all reference and 

IWM influence appears minimal but usually not at all. The very significant fiscal, social and 

environmental impacts and consequences are not mentioned and apparently not 

considered.  

 

b) Integrated Infrastructure Management(IIM), Planning(IIP) and Facilities(IIF) 
 

As an prime example of lack of IIM, IIP and IIF it has long been the community joke that 

within a few months of a Council building or resurfacing any bitumen road that another 

Agency will dig it up with more cost, more community social disruption and leave a 

patchwork surface as a permanent visual reminder of the planning inadequacy and with 

an ongoing road noise problem.  

To give more significant current examples of total lack of IIM, IIP and IIF’s is the dangerous 

flooding risks in Melbourne’s major CBD thoroughfares of Elizabeth St part of Swanson St 

and Burke St Mall. Strange since Melbourne is a major contender for the world’s most 

liveable city. As well as inadequate capacity in the Elizabeth St drain itself there is an 

inadequacy of gutter inlets to transfer the water from the road surface to the 

underground pipe resulting in the Elizabeth St becoming a highly dangerous, rapid-

flowing, open channel as the dramatic 1964 newspaper photographs show. 

A couple of years ago the Gov’t upgraded all tram stops in Elizabeth St to raised-platform 

style stops at considerable community social disruption and cost. However the raised-

platforms could have formed perfect high capacity stormwater inlets to chambers under 

the platforms and short connections to the adjacent storm water drains to completely 
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overcome the inadequacy of Elizabeth St. gutter inlets. This would incur incremental 

increase in project costs and social disruption only. 

Currently the Gov’t constructing underground rail tunnel and two stations along Swanson 

St. As and the tunnel boring machine produces a circular tunnel within which the train 

operating template in a rectangle there is under-utilised space in the tunnel as well as 

under station platforms. The spaces could used for an inverted-syphon stormwater 

drainage and storage and transfer water direct to Yarra at Princes Bridge which could 

serve truncate the Elizabeth St catchment. This would incur only incremental increase in 

Metro project costs and negligent increase in social disruption only and reduce all flooding 

potential in Elizabeth St , Swanson St and Burke St Mall to current Australian and World 

standards 

 

c) Water and Energy “Sustainability Hubs” – Significant new IWFs and IIFs 
 

Traditionally water management facilities, like 19th century toilets (i.e. “Dunnys”), were 

located as far away from the inhabited houses as practical to avoid the unacceptable 

odour and adverse social impacts associated with those facilities. In this 21st century 

toilets are now not only located within each property and within each house but often 

serving every bathroom albeit under the genteel name of “en suite” and utilising the latest 

technology to remove all the historical objectionable aspects. These traditional facilities 

were single purpose “bespoke” designs 

It is suggested that IWFs (and IIFs) under the genteel name of “sustainability hubs” as 

suggested by a SEW officer. These “sustainability hubs” should be embedded in the 

planning and design of new urban areas and urban renewal areas and sensitively 

retrofitted in other existing urban areas. Their ultimate duties could include 

 “Potable Polishing” of rainwater directly from high quality stormwater capture 

sources to directly supplement the existing potable supply system. Provision for 

future “potable polishing” class A effluent from other sources should be planned 

but only implemented when public acceptance is assured or as a last resort 

provision in catastrophic drought conditions. It should be noted that potable 

winter substitution (1 litre at Property Meter) from urban treated rainwater and 

high standard S/W results in (1.10 litres) water released for Regional Agricultural 

or Environmental in Gippsland. 

 Concentrating bio-waste from sewage, household bio-waste (via in sink grinders) 

and contaminated “first-flush” and “dry-weather-dribble” stormwater and then 

producing and storage of biogas for peak-period power generation and supply to 

the power distribution system. The in-sink grinders would be provided by Gov’t in 

the same way “low-flow-rate” shower heads were provided or at least subsidised 

as per the current solar power arrangements 

 Producing class A effluent from “polishing” effluent from both the bio-waste 

energy production and from treating polluted and excess stormwater from 

stormwater collection system. Then supplying the class A effluent to a new 

recovered (recycled) water supply and storage system as first priority. It should 

be noted winter substitution of every litre potable water at Property Meter) with 

class “A” effluent where possible in (1.10 litres) water released for Regional 

Agricultural or Environmental in Gippsland 
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 All facilities would be standardised, Off-the-shelf modular design that is easily 

stageable, repeatable at many multiple sites across urban area. Each would be 

remote controlled from central locations without 24hour operator attendance. 

Cross connection of neighbourhoods and is own standby energy generation 

capability ensures total system reliability equivalent or greater than a major plant 

of the advent of a major disaster occurrence any “Sustainability” hub 

Predetermining Sustainability Hub locations has a major beneficial impact on master 

planning as it reduces the its scale from entire city to neighbourhood/suburb size 

thereby avoiding all traditional “large Scale” infrastructure works and allows more 

effective targeted works as well more “staging” capability with better capability to 

promote and control out-sequence development in urban areas coordinate and 

promote particular benefit to regional areas. Examples are set out following. This 

creates earlier opportunities for major long term fiscal savings, increased 

environment benefits and nett social impact benefits at all times. 

“Sustainability Hubs” will therefore form the basic building blocks of both urban 

development and urban redevelopment to harness infrastructure for maximum 

productivity and growth.  
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6. DEVELOP REGIONAL VICTORIA 
 

a) Urban and Regional Integration Opportunities IIM, IIP and IIF 
The opportunities and benefits of IIM, IIP and IIF’s are equally applicable in regional areas 

as well as urban areas. Further integration between urban and regional areas is equally 

possible. Note in Section 4 “Managing Urban Change” the benefits to the regional areas 

of better utilisation of urban water resources directly benefits the regional areas. A range 

of five suggestions follow that surprisingly includes offers which support both urban and 

regional areas 

 

b) Implementation Opportunities and Staging Abilities 
A staged auxiliary works programs for works ability for each of the five suggested projects 

is provided. This allows flexibility with each stage and progressive additional benefits for 

the whole state’s environment and community. Implementation of each stage is flexible 

dependent on unknown future circumstances. Whilst theoretically in the best cases these 

IWF staging opportunities can be spread over, say, the next 150 years. However in this 

case, the Premier has advised that Wonthaggi II is likely required in the next five years. 

Therefore any project which provides alternative potable water sources should receive 

priority to preferably defer both the large capital costs and ongoing operating and high 

energy costs of desalination indefinitely. This, and ongoing stages will offset the impacts 

of any and all future catastrophic climate change drought event.  Note not only is a capital 

works program required at each stage but also required are public consultation and 

education programs together some regulatory “exemptions” and possibly supporting 

statutory change  

Irrespective when this and other like opportunities are taken up the nett benefits will be 

greater than those of the apparent current “silo” demand management and major “lazy 

asset” capital works strategies like Wonthaggi stages !!, !!!, !V etc. for water supply, big 

“super tunnels” like London and Singapore for sewerage and multiple treatment plants 

for stormwater 

 

c) Suggestion 1 -Regional Fire Disaster Recovery  

Utilising Country Water Supply Upgrades 
The 2019-20 bushfire season severely affected regional Victoria. The DIS2020 

acknowledged regional water supplied are often bear a lower standard maintenance 

regime with higher “unaccountable” losses >30% losses not unknown. The Feb 2020 

submission notes (see supporting document 2) I presented to CFA, Federal and Local Gov’t 

sets out an   innovative means to upgrade country water supply systems as part of the fire 

disaster recovery. Also presented were a range of five possible Mornington Peninsula 

projects SEO recovered water distribution to urban areas. I am still awaiting response to 

these suggestion by those parties.  

DIS2020 rightly notes that regional water supply systems are aged and are without the same 

level of maintenance are urban systems. This new approach involves installing a new 

second very small diameter pipe for a potable attenuated supply and derating and re-

purposing the existing old potable supply pipelines for the dual alternative duties of Class 

“A” recovered water supply and disaster management (particularly bushfires). 

Some of the advantages set out in the attached notes are 
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 Ability to target regional areas of greatest need. 

 Regional Employment generated and/or strengthened both long and short term. 

This includes the manufacture of property attenuation hardware for use in 

potable schemes throughout Victoria and possibly Australia as discussed lar 

 >50% potable water usage reduction including effectively elimination of 

“unaccountable” losses in the new pipe/attenuation storage aof-magnitude 

increase in accessible quantity and with a doubling of available flow rate 

 Engages the community to install the new system themselves thereby promotes 

and uplifts community teamwork and spirit as well as financially supporting the 

community 

 Adjacent urban areas can gain mutual benefits with those areas gaining access to 

regional “high” quality rain and stormwater for potable water recovery during 

winter and the regional areas receiving corresponding release of that water 

collected in their catchment PLUS regional areas receiving additional class “A” 

recovered water for environmental, agricultural and disaster resilience 

throughout the year. Examples are set out following 

This type of upgrade opportunity appears to not have been recognised in DIS2020 

d) Suggestion 2 - Mornington Peninsula, Hinterland Environmental Water Scheme  

This recovered water scheme has been driven by agricultural and viticultural industry of 

the Mornington Peninsula hinterland trying to access recovered water from the South 

East Outfall. It is supported by both Council and the local MPs. I have suggested that the 

scheme be augmented with an attenuated potable water supply constructed together 

with the recovered water scheme (See Supporting Document 3). This substantially 

expands the benefits to the community and local tourist industry to include the full 

benefits of the proposed country water upgrades as set out above. 

 

e) Suggestion 3 - Urban Renewal – Fishermans Bend 
As acknowledged by the Gov’t the Fishermans Bend Urban Renewal Project is the largest 

project of its type in Australia. Following publication of the Gov’ts Draft Fishermans Bend 

Framework Document –Oct 17 and final Version Aug 2018 (FBF) I presented to SEW an 

alternative planning bases to that adopted which had quantum beneficial improvements 

to the proposed approaches (see Appendix 1 and Supporting Document 4). This approach 

proposed a full “Sustainability Hub” with the supply and collection pipe sets radiating in 

spider web form.  This allows road, water, communications and public transport IIF staging 

in the same way a spider constructs her web i.e. with one radial set at a time. This 

promotes orderly development sequence, synergy economies, and financial opportunities 

among other advantages. 

 

f) Suggestion 4 - Major Roadworks – East-West Link 
Melbourne’s Multi-$B East-West Link Freeway Project has been an recent unfortunate 

political football where there has been focus on the negative social and environment 

consequences of major roadworks.  However if the full benefits of creating an IIF project 

to include all three water systems (potable, waste and storm), solid waste management 

and energy recovery to situation is radically. I believe the extra positive social and 

environmental impacts are such that they will combine  to far out way the negative 

impacts. Appendix 1 sets out more details. 
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g) Suggestion 5 – Urban and Regional Mutual Support  

Lilydale “Sustainability Hub”(LSH) 
Relevant Existing Lilydale Purification Plant (LPP) Facts to my knowledge are 

 LPP is an existing “small” neighbourhood treatment facility owned and operated 

by Yarra Valley Water (YVW).  

 LLP treats domestic sewerage and approved tradewastes primarily collected from 

the surrounding Lilydale and Chirnside communities. 

 The wastewater is treated to class A standard and mostly discharged to Port 

Phillip Bay via local waterways and Yarra River. 

 At the LLP site YVW water is also operating an innovative “waste to energy” 

system utilising organic property bio-wastes that are physically transported to the 

LLP site. 

 The energy is recovered by combustible biogas  

Five stages for this are suggested for this Catalyst FLAGSHIP Demonstration Project 

as follows 

Stage 1 – LSH Biological Waste Collection and Energy Recovery Augmentation 

In the current LPP wastewater catchment area currently community biological and solid 

wastes are physically collected by Council and disposed to landfill. Under current historical 

wastewater regulations, these biological wastes are rightly prohibited from disposal to 

sewer due to increased blockage, and odour and asset degradation risks resulting from 

sulphide (rotten-egg gas) generated from septic sewage. However with the “recent” 

technological advancement of “In-sink” grinders the blockage risks are practically 

eliminated.  A significant proportion of the LPP catchment area will have an average 

sewage age arriving at LPP is less than about 6-8 hours (i.e. sewage is aerobic not septic). 

Therefore this sewage does not emit large sulphide quantities, does not create significant 

increased odour and asset deterioration risks.  Within this catchment area the regulations 

could be relaxed. 

Physical Works primarily comprise installation of “In-sink” grinders in the same way “low-

flow” shower heads and/or solar panels were and are provided. Some uprating LLP inlet 

and energy recovery facilities may also be required with increased biological loading. 

Benefits include 

 Substantial Increase in “peak period” energy recovery at LLP 

 Approx 50% Reduction in solid waste quantity to landfill in local catchment areas 

and 

 Allows at least halving of solid waste collection frequency with corresponding 

reduction of costs 

 Reduction of heavy road traffic, exhaust pollution, and noise pollution particularly 

on residential streets 

 Reduction of vermin, dog and possum bin access risks, associated odour and visual 

impacts and above all public health risks particularly in commercial areas and 

laneways 

 Provides a model for similar installations throughout the state and Australia  
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Stage 2 –LSH Potable Recovery from Rainwater and “Clean” Stormwater  

Twin pipelines for “recoverable” water collection and “recovered” water supply could be 

constructed from the LLP site to Lilydale Lake Wetlands. These pipelines and branches also 

serve the Lilydale CBD and nearby major education institutions and recreation areas 

During the winter rainy season both rainwater could be harvested directly from local 

property rainwater tanks and “Clean” stormwater could be harvested from Lilydale Lake 

via its Wetlands. Some relatively minor modification the wetlands flow paths and branch 

connections to rainwater tanks are both be necessary. After “potable polishing” via 

standardised modules at the LPP the recovered potable water can supplement local 

potable supplies thereby releasing water in the Gippsland catchment in normal years 

and/or in climate change drought years effectively “squirrelling” in the remote Gippsland 

water storages for use during the next dry summer season(s).  

Reticulated class A recovered water supply to adjacent public, private and commercial 

(restaurant and food handling) facilities will both substitute some potable usage, provide 

additional water for environmental and social benefit and, release water for Gippsland 

agricultural environmental purposes. 

Therefore  

1.0 Litre Harvested potable use = 1.10 Litre Released for Gippsland Environm’l or Agricult’l Use, 

1.0 Litre Recovered in lieu potable = 1.10 Litre Released for Gippsland Environm’i or Agricult’l use 

Plus 

1.0 Litre Total recovered usage = 1.00 Litre Reduction in polluted water discharge to Port Phillip Bay 

Stage 3 – Mid-Yarra Valley Recovered Rural Supply- 

LSH to Yarra Glen/Dixons Creek Pipeline(s) 

From a new pump station at LPP a single pipeline could be constructed to Yarra Glen most 

probably following the abandoned railway line and railway Yarra crossing and then 

possibly onto a storage at Dixons Creek. Branch(s) would serve nearby wineries, other 

agricultural enterprises, houses and community recreation areas both to the south and 

the north of the Yarra River. The pipeline should be perhaps sized to take the LPP peak 

outflow and storage(s) perhaps sized for average daily flow.  

In this way recovered water can deliver a “drought proof” water supply to lower Mid 

Yarra Valley community and agricultural enterprises. 

1.0 Litre Recovered water in lieu potable =1.15 Litre Released for Gippsland Environm’l and/or Agricultural Uses 

Plus 

1.0 Litre Recovered total water usage = 1.00 Litre Reduction in polluted water discharge to Port Phillip Bay 
Note the pumping energy requirement will less than that required to pump wastewater 

effluent to Bass Strait bypassing Port Phillip Bay 

Investigation should also be included of a winter season local Potable Recovery from 

Rainwater and “Clean” Stormwater (using the same approach at Lilydale and Lilydale 

lake) from the existing winery storages and local Yarra Glen and Dixons Creek sources 

(and substitution with recovered water from LPP). This would involve laying a smaller 

diameter recoverable collector pipeline in the same trench and at say, Yarra Glen building 

a “potable polishing” plant using the same modular technology plant as at LPP). In this 

way 

1.0 Litre Harvested potable use = 1.10 Litre Released for Gippsland Environm’l or Agricult’l Uses, 

Plus      = 1.0 Litre Reduction in polluted water discharge to Port Phillip Bay 
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Stage 4 – Goulbourn River Flow Augmentation and Peak Period Energy Recovery  
A special high lift pump station constructed at the Dixons Creek storage together with 

pipeline connection to the existing parallel Sugarloaf pipeline. At the top of the range 

additional storage(s) perhaps similar to the existing Sugarloaf control storage would be 

provided. Two hydro energy stations would be provided. The first adjacent to the “sheoak 

farm” highlift pump station 3 km south of Yea and the second adjacent to the Killingworth 

Inlet pump station on the Goulburn River. 

This would provide “off peak” pumping capability from the Dixons Creek to the top of the 

range storage(s) and “peak period” energy recovery with flow down to Goulbourn River. 

While no nett energy recovery is likely from this arrangement considerable fiscal benefit 

with ensue from the “peak period” energy recovery.  

The major benefits of these works are 

1.0 Litre Recovered Water Pumping = 1.0 Litre Released to Goulburn River for Environ’l or Agricul’l Uses, 

Plus      = 1.0 Litre Reduction in polluted water discharge to Port Phillip Bay 
and this utilises a very lazy Sugarloaf North/South pipeline asset for 365 days/year albeit 

for a different usage than originally designed.  

Stage 5 – Goulbourn River Pumped Storage and Energy Recovery 
Peak period energy recovery stage 4 works are a fraction of its theoretically potential 

capacity for energy recovery from the Sugarloaf system. 

If a suitable site can be found for a larger scale open storages near both the north-side 

top of the range and the sugarloaf pipeline and if not near the “sheoak farm” highlift 

pump station 3 km south of Yea then the existing high-capacity sugarloaf pump stations 

can be used to fill them during the “off-peak” power period and additional similar high 

capacity hydo-generators can be employed during peak demand periods. Given the 

current provision of household solar power installations there is a possibility of excess 

power generation in certain conditions and thus Stage 5 provision could be also utilised 

to use this access power if available. 

I suspect that this arrangement could only operate during periods of Eildon water 

releases and high local lower Goulbourn River catchment flows. This would be subject to 

detailed investigation. Irrespective the Stage works has the economies of elimination 

pump exercising requirements and could be employed as earlier independent works. 

Irrespective this create further use for this also utilises a very lazy Sugarloaf North/South 

pipeline asset for many days per year.  
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7. CONCLUSIONS 
As set out Section 2 - DIS2020 “Objectives” legacy and sustainability, both fundamental human 

aspirations are major missing items. Therefore their vital impacts appears not fully considered 

in DIS2020 

 

As set out in Section 3 “Confronting Long term Challenges” since their current water Agency 

incorporation some 30+ years ago the fiscal decision making practices for infrastructure under 

their areas of responsibility appears to have been dictated by Gov’t policy restrictions. The 

time frame of Agency decision making processes is much shorter than the operational life of 

the assets they control and consequently prejudicing long term planning solutions such that 

technology advances are limited, old age impacts go unrecognised and there is limited ability 

to adapt to change etc. While Innovation and industry change has focused on superficial 

aspects, fundamental generational change is not possible. In addition the organisational 

culture of the Agencies becomes initially staid, then progressively stultified and with a 

reluctance to acknowledge, little alone challenge, their situation with their political masters. 

The consequences are that the legacy for future generations is a death spiral of an 

unavoidable ongoing series of ever increasing major fiscal disasters and consequent social and 

environmental disasters. Thus to confront long term challenges urgent Gov’t redirection is 

required and both the need and the urgency are not reflected in DIS2020 recommendations. 

 

Section 4 “Managing Urban Change” indicates some of the issues and impact of ageing assets 

particularly those which relate to “unaccountable flow” which I believe have not been fully 

recognised. Also suggested are “Sustainability Hubs” as the new basic building blocks of 

generational industry infrastructure change, “Community Empathy Program” and to the new 

bases for charging of Recovered water are the basis for community attitudes to recovered 

water usage that such generational change requires. DIS2020 needs to recognise these issues 

and recommend accordingly. 

 

Section 5 “Harnessing Infrastructure for Productivity and Growth” sets out the key necessary 

feature is that integration of not only for Agency management, not only Agency planning and 

all Agency constructed facilities but also between all Agencies and their departments. i.e. 

Integrated Infrastructure Management (IIM), Integrated Infrastructure Planning (IIP) and 

Integrated Infrastructure Facilities (IIF) with the latter of paramount importance. 

 

Section 6 “Develop Regional Victoria” Further mutual support opportunities between urban 

and regional area was identified. A range of 5 suggested IIF multifunction projects are 

presented. These achieve quantum synergy advantages for all 10 of the stated DIS2020 

“Objectives” and achieves “a more integrated model of water cycle management promoting 

the appropriate use of all water resources”. 

It is my professional opinion that implementation of the above five IIF multifunction projects 

alone will significantly defer all future major trunk water infrastructure projects, principally 

Wonthaggi Desal’n Stages II due in the next 5 years. However it will also defer, Wonthaggi 

Desal’n Stages III. IV, V etc., major London and Singapore style “Super tunnels” for wastewater 

and stormwater control and effluent disposal to Bass Strait. All these deferred future major 

project are high CAPEX, high OPEX and high foreign content projects and each has singular 

functions only. The impacts of climate change significantly bring forward for these large scale 
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works and with other Agencies Infrastructure thus the community affordability ceiling will be 

challenged. 

It is also my opinion that ongoing similar IIF multifunction projects will certainly defer 

indefinitely all those major trunk water infrastructure projects with major long term cost, 

social and environmental impact savings. However in the next 5 yrs. for the five IIF 

multifunction projects there could be net additional NPV costs above the Wonthaggi II NPV 

costs, This mainly results from the necessary, up front, advance planning, investigations and 

engineering, software and hardware development and. community “empathy development” 

programs  

This is where the issue of legacy is critical. Please look at past generational situations with 

regard to legacy and water infrastructure planning. 

 

My generation during a period of high interest rates, there were successful works programs 

for completing the post WWII backlog infrastructure as well as planning, financing and 

implementing ongoing long term infrastructure all with an unhampered ability to exploit the 

best technologies and skills of the day. i.e. Community willingly sacrificing to provide a lasting 

legacy for future generations 

 

My father’s generation dealt with post WWII shortages, as well planning, financing 

implementing both WWII backlogs and commencing 150 yr major infrastructure programs. 

i.e. Willingly sacrificing to provide a lasting legacy for future generations 

 

My grandfather’s generation dealt with a massive depression and two world wars in which 

many gave up their lives. i.e. Community willingly sacrificing to provide a lasting legacy for 

future generations 

 

The current generation (lead by their Gov’t’s of all political colours), for the last 30+ years, 

have failed miserably in this regard. This is indicated by my many observations within all 

sections of these notes. Further Gov’t directions hampers (unwittingly I hope?) exploitation 

of the best technologies and skills-of-the-day because there is, and has been, a total 

unwillingness to spend a single dollar on legacy items. i.e. What legacy is the current 

generation leaving? How many unplanned for fiscal disasters like the millennium drought do 

we have to suffer before common sense prevails?  

The suggestions herein are for a “legacy” program of staged water, wastewater and drainage 

works comprising “sustainability” hubs, 2 pipe supply and 2 pipe collection works, full local 

resource utilisation with IIF’s all integrated with other infrastructure works. Despite possibly 

incurring some initial extra costs during first, say, 5 years benefits will 

 stave off or at least substantially mitigate otherwise certain future fiscal disasters 

 minimise social disruption and other social impacts by fully utilising current technology 

 minimise environmental impacts during construction and in operation in perpetuity 

 meet community expectations and above all 

 provide a legacy for future generations with time for those generations to utilise the new 

technology of their age to further their fiscal. social and environmental goals.  
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8. RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

 

 

 

 

Wake Up Victoria!  Wake UP Infrastructure Victoria!  Please! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PS. 

I beg you, please extend the professional courtesy of taking my suggestions seriously instead of 

“passing the buck” or placing them in the “too hard” basket like Politicians and Agencies have done? 
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APPENDIX 1 

 

 

 
Opportunity For 

Integrated Water & Infrastructure Facilities 

 

 

 

Five Stage “Flagship” Example 

 

 

Melbourne’s Multi-$B 

East-West Link Freeway Project  

Jul 2018 
Note this project the unfortunate record of historical local social and environmental objections to 

this project which appeared to politically out way the net overall urban Melbourne community 

benefits. Therefore given changes since Jul 2018 some of the comments following may be dated. For 

example this project is now referred to as “New Cross-City Motorway” linking the eastern freeway 

and CityLink and presumably could involves some rerouting of the original proposal. 

Refer DIS2020 recommendation no. 67 can an enhanced with quantum synergy advantage of IIF’s 

increase to both local and overall urban communities particularly local environmental benefit 

increases.  
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INTEGRATED WATER MANAGEMENT (IWM) and LONG TERM STRATEGY 

PLAN 

For Melbourne 
 

Integrated Water Facility (IWF) Opportunities 

For all 3 water systems (potable, waste and storm) and solid waste management 
 

Five Stage IWF “Flagship” Example  

One of many immediately-available opportunities (not to mention ongoing new opportunities) 
 

Melbourne’s Multi-$B East-West Link Freeway Project 

Relevant East-West Link Project Facts 

 Comprises Twin Road Tunnels from Hoddle St in the east to Tullamarine Freeway in the west 

under socially and environmentally sensitive areas of inner Melbourne 

 The Road Tunnels have Extensive Internal roof void space which is partially utilised for signage, 

lighting, large ventilation ducts and fans, drainage and firefighting hydraulic pipelines (both 

typically “lazy assets”). There is still appreciable under-utilised roof void space 

 Tunnel Drainage dewatering discharges to groundwater or stormwater drains, Yarra and Port 

Phillip Bay 

 East End is close to  
1. Merri Creek 

2. Yarra River at Dights Falls (Salt Water Intrusion limit and Melbourne’s First Reticulated Water 

Source) 

 West End abuts  
1. Moonie Ponds Creek 

2. Industrial Zone and poorly utilised “underdeck” areas below existing and proposed elevated 

roadways 

 Freeway Works Alignment abuts (or is close to) all Iconic inner-north Melbourne Green 

Spaces. namely from East to West 
1. Yarra Bend and Quarries Park (incl. 12+ sporting fields and 18 golf course) 

2. Victoria Park (Collingwood Football Ground), Darling Garden and Clifton Hill Park 

3. Medians in Alexandra Parade, Royal Parade and Flemington Road  

4. Edinburgh Gardens, Melbourne Cemetery and Melbourne University (Sporting and Recreation 

Grounds) 

5. Princes Park (incl. Carlton Football Ground) and Royal Park (incl. 12+ sporting grounds, and golf 

course) 

6. Melbourne Zoological Gardens and Debneys Park 

Catalyst FLAGSHIP Demonstration Project Opportunity 

The Ease-West IWF freeway project provides a catalyst FLAGSHIP demonstration project with 

opportunities for water and energy recovery (particularly initially for the Green space 

preservation) and ultimately FULL water security PLUS river and bay pollution reduction and 

all with synergy CAPEX, OPEX, the community, social and Environmental advantages. This 

flagship demonstration project can be staged to maintain CAPEX to affordable levels with 
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implementation flexibility to meet all challenges of the 21st and 22nd centuries to the water, 

wastewater and stormwater systems particularly under climate-change conditions. 

Catalyst FLAGSHIP Demonstration Project Implementation 
Implementation of each stage is flexible dependent on unknown future circumstances. In the 

best case scenarios these IWF Staging Opportunities can be spread over, say, the next 150 

years.  Alternatively in the worst case of, say, immediate onset of a catastrophic climate 

change drought event then all stages could be compacted into a period of (say) 10 years.  Note 

the latter scenario not only requires crash capital works programs, public consultation and 

education programs and crash regulatory change IWM programs to facilitate IWFs.  

Irrespective in all cases when all IWF benefits, (i.e total community benefits) are considered 

CAPEX, OPEX and/or social and environmental consequences would, undoubtedly, be less 

than those of the current “silo” demand management and major “lazy asset” capital works 

strategies.  

Five stages are suggested as follows 

 Stage 1 - Essential Basic Works embedded in the current proposed East-West Link project 

Physical Works comprise 

1. Providing full length continuity and slight enlargement of the two existing 

proposed hydraulic pipes in the tunnel roof void spaces  

2. Providing two small addition hydraulic pipelines in the void spaces 

3. Possibly providing some stormwater storages in “underdeck” locations. 

4. Reservation of land/freeway ”underdeck” spaces for all Water and Energy 

Recovery Facility Stages and additional storages 

Note – Financial Impact on Multi $B dollar East West Project probably of the order of >0.1% 

as an educated “guestimate”.  Could be considered as a community “seed” funding 

investment or funded from developer headworks contributions 

Immediately initiate long term planning and ongoing implementation program for  

 Similar IWM and disaster resilience demonstration projects considering appropriate 

planning horizon, resource exhaustion, water industry “re-engineering” and “trigger” 

identification mechanisms. Suggest for “trigger” identification expansion of EIS’s to 

include Opportunities, ie positive impacts as well as negative impacts..  

 Includes direct involvement of all relevant Stakeholders - Govt. (all levels), 

Instrumentalities (Public Health, All Infrastructure, Environmental) and the 

community for all Stages.  Develop cooperative planning financing mechanisms and 

“update/refine ” current statutory and regulatory requirements in light of 21st Century 

technology (e.g. treatment plant buffer distances, conditions for “emergency” use of 

local water resources etc. 

 Sensitive public consultation/guidance programs to gradually guide current 

community standards and expectations to meet hopefully-long-term future realities 

of resource exhaustion and climate change. This program should be directed to gain 

very gradual public acceptance (over ,say, three generations) to the use of recovered 

water for potable purposes, first sourced from recovered rainwater and stormwater 

and eventually from “triple-module” treatment processes of sewage as set out 

following. However if another climate change drought occurs the program period 

must be capable of massive shortening. 
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Stage 2 – Basic Water Recovery Facilitates (sourced from existing local latent water 

resources).   

Water Recovery Modules (Class “A” Stormwater treatment Plant) desirable as part of Stage 1 

but retro fitting capability is optional if CAPEX deferral necessary.  However, current state of 

Royal Pde trees and the experience of Wonthaggi/Sugarloaf stage 2 could be implemented 

immediately as a “Flagship” demonstration now. Otherwise works “Trigger” comprises onset 

of the next climate change drought event, need to upgrade maintain playing field surfaces 

and/or to preserve iconic Parkland areas, particularly as trees, both European and native 

suffering from water table recession. 

Stage 2 works comprise provision of  

1. Intakes and connection pipes from both Creeks, Yarra upstream of Dights Falls 

2. Stormwater storages in under-utilised under-elevated decks 

3. Connecting to enlarged drainage pipe within tunnel (joint use of formally “lazy 

asset”) 

4. Water Recovery Facility at Western End in under-utilised under-elevated decks 

and/or industrial areas 

5. Recovered Water Distribution Pipelines (joint use of formally “lazy asset” tunnel 

firefighting main), 

6. Distribution pipeline Connections from combined duty firemain in tunnel to listed 

Green Spaces watering systems 

7. Recovered water connections to intervening private properties along distribution 

routes 

Note  

a. sub-staging possible of all the above as dictated by available funding 

b. additional two tunnel pipes remain fallow at this stage 

c. Financial Impact on Multi $B dollar East West Project probably of the order of 

>10% as an educated “guestimate” 

d. Recent developers in the adjoining neighbourhood have contributed significant 

cumulative  headworks contributions and these monies can (should?) contribute 

to this works 

e. As well as PRESERVATION AND ENHANCEMENT OF ICONIC INNER NORTH GREEN 

SPACES particularly in drought conditions, re-establishment and stabilisation of 

ground water levels, RELEASING POTABLE WATER FOR MORE APPROPRIATE 

USAGE AND REDUCING POLLUTION TO DOWNSTREAM YARRA AND PORT 

PHILLIP BAY particularly in dry weather conditions 

 Stage 3 – Water & Energy Recovery Supplementary Pre-Treatment Modules  

(Sourced from sewage and biological solid waste).  

With “multi-trigger” possibilities of further population growth and/or 

 power cost rises prohibitive 

 duplication of trunk sewerage systems required (including London-like “super” 

tunnels) 

 climate change drought event very seriously impacting water supply security  

 pollution in Port Phillip Bay unacceptable (particularly in summer months) requiring 

stormwater headworks and/or WTP effluent outfall extensions to Bass Straight) 

Stage 3 works comprise the provision of 
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1. Retrofitting to existing properties and to new properties “in-sink” grinders for disposal 

of all household and commercial (restaurant) biological solid wastes within the 

catchment area 

2. Interception of “concentrated” sewage flows from local main sewers that cross the 

tunnel alignment (intake arrangement such to selectively concentrate “energy rich” 

settlerable solids content of wastewater flows) 

3. Addition of a “Water and Energy” recovery module” ahead of the recovered water 

recovery plant but parallel to and separate from plant inlet from stormwater system.  

Basically comprises small primary clarifier, sludge digester and gas generation plant. 

(NB No upgrade of basic Stage module Works likely required) 

4. Mobilising smaller additional pipeline within tunnel as a “concentrated sewage and 

biological waste” collection pipeline 

5. Minor modification of the some stormwater storages to mobilising separate cells to 

receive and temporally priority store infrequent excess dilute storm sewerage flows 

from sewer. These stored flows priority delivered directly to recovery plant via 

stormwater system.  

Note  

a. Requires public acceptance of potable water recovered from treated rainwater, 

stormwater, groundwater AND sewerage sources. While such public acceptance may 

not available now  that they have long experience safe  

b. sub-staging possible of all the above as dictated by available funding, population 

grown and potable demand increase 

c. pre-treatment means neither major hydraulic or biological upgrades are required to 

Stage 1 works 

d. one additional tunnel pipes remain fallow at this stage 

e. Financial Impact on Multi $B dollar East West Project probably of the order of >5% as 

an educated “guestimate.”  BUT this cost could (should?) be substantially off-set in 

whole or major part by the cumulative developer headworks contributions. 

f. Reduction of Energy usage and greenhouse impacts with possibility of the self-

sufficiency of the system 

g. PRACTICALLY ELIMINATES WASTEWATER DISCHARGES TO EXISTING SYSTEM and 

therefore defer both major CAPEX of sewerage headworks upgrades (including 

London type “Super tunnels”) and drainage “headworks”  and eliminate necessary 

upgrade by progressive installation similar IWF neighbourhood projects throughout 

the catchment 

h. FURTHER SUBSTANTIAL REDUCTION OF RIVER AND BAY POLLUTION both directly 

from catchment but mainly indirectly from Western Treatment Plant 

i. SUBSTANTIAL REDUCTION OF SOLIDWASTE COLLECTION, (100% reduction 

biologically degradable solid waste handling and associated public health, noise, road 

transport and environmental CAPEX, OPEX, risks and impacts  

j. Together with other similar IWF projects can COMPLETELY ELIMINATE NEED FOR 

FUTURE HIGH CAPEX HEADWORKS PROJECTS OF BOTH WATER AND SEWERAGE 

HEADWORKS such as Wonthaggi type Potable Water, London like “Super Tunnel” 

type Sewerage trunk augmentation or new outfall to Black Rocks from western 

Treatment Plant etc. Also REDUCES HIGH HEADWORKS OPEX COSTS on all three 

systems headworks 
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k. Capability to mobilise all local latent water resources incl. ground water AND 

recovered water from sewerage system. During severe drought minor reduction only 

of recovered water supply for “Greening” maintenance may occur. 

Stage 4 – “Potable-Polishing” Supplementary Post-Treatment Modules  
With “multi -trigger” possibility of either population growth threating existing potable supply 

(i.e. causing excessive dependence on Wonthaggi) and/or a climate change drought event 

now both very seriously impacting potable water supply security.    

Stage 4 works comprise the provision of 

1. Addition of a “Potable-Polishing” Module to the Class “A” output of the water 

recovery plant embedded in community sized for potable supply only 

2. Mobilising the smallest additional pipeline within tunnel as a “potable water” 

distribution pipeline 

3. Direct connection to existing potable water reticulation above tunnel 

Note  

l. Requires public acceptance of potable water recovered from treated rainwater 

and stormwater. While such public acceptance may not available now  that they 

have long experienced  

m. sub-staging possible of all the above as dictated by available funding, population 

grown and potable demand increase 

n. one additional tunnel pipes remain fallow at this stage 

o. Financial Impact on Multi $B dollar East West Project probably of the order of >5% 

as an educated “guestimate.”  BUT this cost could (should?) be off-set in whole or 

major part by the cumulative developer headworks contributions. 

p. Neighbourhood can be COMPLETELY SELF SUFFICIENT IN POTABLE WATER 

SUPPLY with wet period “squirrelling” practices, capability to mobilise all local 

latent water resources including ground water (Note “Squirreling” during wet 

weather/season involves supplying additional potable water to the system than 

neighbourhood demand to adjacent neighbourhood without its own recovery 

system or is less endowed with local water sources. Nevertheless during severe 

drought short period complete loss of recovered water supply for “Greening” 

maintenance must be expected for short periods if Yarra Flows a unavailable 

q. Together with other IWF projects can completely eliminate need for future 

Wonthaggi type high CAPEX projects as well as reducing high OPEX costs of the 

existing Wonthaggi Plant 

Stage 5 – Brackish Desalination Supplementary Post-Treatment Modules  

(Absolute last resort if ever needed) 

Trigger – prolonged extreme climate change disaster conditions 

 

Works 

 Brackish Desal. Modules added at recovery plant sized for potable supply only  

 Connections to brackish water sources (ground water/downstream of Dights Falls) 

Note. Gives absolute 100% potable water security but with sub- stage expansion possibility if 

addition supplies for green purposes are necessary.  
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